Free Comprehensive Stock Market Investing Course by Sven Carlin
Best index fund investing strategy based on 10, 20 and 30 year returns since 1871
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I recently received an email from Peter asking about investing in index funds. He likes the
idea of constantly adding money to his investment account in order to earn an average yearly
return of 10% – 10% is all he wants. He wants to invest in Vanguard funds and not to bother
with stocks, just low commission investing.

In this article I wish to discuss investing in index funds, discuss the 10% yearly return that
Peter wants, how to get it from index fund investing and whether index fund investing is the
right vehicle for your or not.
We’ll discuss a bit of history where I’ll analyse 10, 20 and 30 year S&P 500 returns since
1871 using professor Shiller’s data to see what to expect from index fund investing over the
next decades and then share the only index fund investing strategy has been shown to always
work. You will see how it is all about you, not about index funds. You need to be a long-term
investor, patient, disciplined and not greedy – that’s all you need for a successful index fund
investing career.

10% annual returns from investing in index funds – current outlook
There is this infatuation with index fund investing and given the wonderful performance over
the last decade, even 4 decades, it is logical.
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The S&P 500 index fund is up more than three-fold over the last 10 years for an annualized
performance of just below 12%.

S&P 500 Index – Source: FRED
Add the dividend yield that has been approximately 2% per year during the period, your
annualized return would be close to 14% per year.
If we take a 40 year perspective, the situation is really amazing. The S&P 500 Index is up 29
times for an annualized return of 8.04%. Add the average dividend yield of around 3% and
you get to a remarkable return of 11%.
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S&P 500 Index Fund 40 year performance – Source: Macrotrends
If over the past 10 and 40 years, the S&P 500 index has returned 14% and 11% respectively,
why would you expect anything to be different in the future, why would you look for
anything else, and Peter’s wish of just 10% per year should be a rational one, right?
Well, let’s make an historical analysis of what investing in index funds can bring over the
next decade, or even 3 decades. You will see at the end, it is not about index funds, it is not
about bull markets or stock market crashes, it is all about YOU and your strategy.

Investing in index funds – what to expect
Investing in index funds is based on the theory that markets are efficient, that there is no point
in looking at individual stocks where you just invest a little bit in each stock out there through
a low cost fund, and you’ll do great over time.
If you invest in the S&P 500, you invest in the 500 largest companies traded in the United
States that comprise 80% of the total market. The indexes are weighted by market
capitalization, so the largest companies by value, have the largest weight as the market
considers those are the most valuable.
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S&P 500 Index fund top constituents and index weight – Source: Siblisresearch
There is absolutely nothing wrong when it comes to investing in Apple, Microsoft, Amazon,
Facebook, Berkshire or other household names on the above list. The only important thing is
that you keep your expectations in line with what the above businesses at their current
valuations can offer over the long term.

Index fund future investment returns – a historical analysis
The S&P 500 went from 100 points in 1982 to the current level of above 3,000 points. What
do you think is the probability for the index to repeat such a feat?
Index values did go up 30 times since 1982, but earnings didn’t increase at the same rate. The
current S&P 500 earnings when measured in points are 133.
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S&P 500 index earnings – Source: Multpl
When we divide the current S&P 500 index level of 3,200 points with its earnings expressed
in the same points(133), we get a price to earnings ratio of 24 or an earnings yield of 4.16%.
In 1982, since when the remarkable S&P 500 returns have been made, the S&P 500 earnings
yield was 13%. Consequently, returns since then were in the double digits.

S&P 500 earnings yield – Source: Multpl
If we listen to the eternal wisdom of Charlie Munger, investment returns will be closely
correlated to the earnings of the underlying businesses.
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So, if the businesses in an index fund earn a 4% yield, earnings grow approximately 2% per
year, the expected long-term returns from investing in index funds now should be around 6%.
6% is a wonderful return for most investors and you can even increase those yearly returns if
you have the right strategy that we’ll discuss in a moment.
It is important to understand that the above approximate 6% yearly return will be delivered
over the very long-term, we are talking decades here. You can never know how will your
investing returns be over the next year, five or ten. What is important, is that you have a good
strategy in place so that whatever happens, you do well.

Index fund historical distribution of returns
If I take the average 10, 20 and 30 year returns for the S&P 500 since 1871, the likely outlook
is the following for 10 year nominal returns (excluding dividends) (Data from Shiller
database):
•
•
•
•
•

20% chance for a yearly return between -6% and 0.01% (worst 20% of 10-year
returns)
20% chance for a yearly return between 0.02% and 2.75%
20% chance for a yearly return between 2.75% and 5.15%
20% chance for a yearly return between 5.55% and 9.77%
20% chance for a yearly return between 9.81% and 15.91% (best 20% of 10-year
returns in S&P 500 history)

For 20-year returns, we have the following distribution:
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•
•
•
•
•

20% chance for a yearly return between -2.38% and 1.28% (worst 20% of 20-year
returns)
20% chance for a yearly return between 1.28% and 2.96%
20% chance for a yearly return between 3.09% and 4.97%
20% chance for a yearly return between 5.18% and 7.75%
20% chance for a yearly return between 7.84% and 13.62% (best 20% of 20-year
returns in S&P 500 history)

For 30-year returns, we have the following distribution:
•
•
•
•
•

20% chance for a yearly return between -0.59% and 1.67% (worst 20% of 30-year
returns)
20% chance for a yearly return between 1.69% and 3.36%
20% chance for a yearly return between 3.59% and 6.05%
20% chance for a yearly return between 6.07% and 7.63%
20% chance for a yearly return between 7.65% and 9.65%

Did you notice how the returns smoothen as we use a longer period for analysis? Well, now
you know what to expect from investing in index funds over the long-term.

Source: Author’s calculations
The thing is that over the long-term, investment returns tend to correlate with the underlying
business returns. The average yearly 30-year return was 4.71% with a maximum yearly return
over 30 years of 9.65% and a minimum of -0.59%.
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S&P 500 index average earnings yield – Source: Multpl
Adding the average historical dividend of 4.33% to the average 30-year return from stocks of
4.71%, you get to an average long-term investing return of 9% which is what index funds
have delivered over time. This is also correlated to the average earnings yield of 6.75%
alongside economic growth and inflation.
But, don’t forget that index funds as investable vehicles didn’t really exist before the 1970s
so we are using only hypothetical data.

S&P 500 index average dividend yield – Source: Multpl
Given that the current earnings yield is 4.16%, if you get 6% on average over the next 30
years, that should be great, right?
Well, not to be the devil’s advocate, but the above doesn’t discuss real returns, only nominal
returns. As we don’t know what will be the inflation rate over the next 30 years, I am not
going to analyse the impact of inflation on potential real and nominal returns now as the
focus is on other things, but I’ll do it in the future so please subscribe.
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Index fund returns and valuations – surprise, surprise
When I plot valuations to the above distribution of returns, I find an interesting surprise. I
have analysed the yearly 10, 20 and 30 year S&P 500 returns in relation to the price to
earnings ratio and put those in the following distribution: PE below 10, between 10 and 15,
between 15 and 20 and above 20.
The results of my analysis explain what long-term investing is all about. If you invest for the
long-term, the current valuation doesn’t even matter that much, but if you even think about
short-term investing (10-year horizon), you should be wary of valuations that can limit your
risk but can’t exclude a catastrophic situation.

Average long term investing returns over 30 years are all between 4 and 6% while the shorter
the analysed period is, the higher are the returns in the years starting with a lower valuation.
Note: a percentage point difference of just 1 or 100 basis points on a yearly basis makes a big
difference over decades. So, it is not a thing to overlook, but we are going to focus on other
things here, namely what to expect long-term from investing in index funds now.
History is pretty straightforward – your investment returns will be closely corelated to the
natural business earnings and their inherent natural growth ,where the longer your investment
horizon, the smaller is the range of possible outcomes.
Therefore, the most important thing when it comes to investing in index funds, isn’t really
index funds, but you. Let’s talk about strategy.

Index funds investing strategy – 3 key factors to follow
If you have a long-term investing horizon, one counted in decades, you have nothing to fear if
you are investing in index funds. You don’t need to put any effort in it, actually what you
need is to forget about the investment, put it on automatic and your returns will be between
4% and 8% on a yearly basis including dividends. Nothing wrong with that.
The problems start when an investor’s expectations are not aligned with what index funds are
here to offer.
1) Short term goals – long-term investing mindset
Given the historical performance and media discussions, I have the feeling many investors
think index funds can only go up. Unfortunately, that is not true and there have been times in
history when an investor had to wait a few decades to just breakeven in nominal terms. A
look at the DOW JONES index chart from 1896 shows how there were 4 periods when
investors had to wait more than a decade to achieve positive returns. The sum of years when
the S&P 500 was below a previous levels since 1871 is a staggering 76 years over a 130-year
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period. So, you have to expect that 50% of the time, investing in index funds will not deliver
any kind of positive return.

Investing periods with no real returns – Source: Mohnish Pabrai YT lecture
Now you might be thinking, Sven you just described how index funds will deliver between 4
and 8% per year over time and now you say that more than 50% of the investment time I
should not even expect positive returns? Where is the fun in that?
Well, the fun is exactly there. Apart from investing for the long-term and allowing the
businesses you own to compound their returns, the second part of the best index fund
investing strategy is to invest constantly over time. Most of us are net contributors to our
portfolio and therefore we should rejoice lower stock prices rather than higher. Let me
explain.
2) A stock market crash is amazing news – discipline and patience
The biggest fear I hear people talking about is a stock market crash similar to the last two
crashes when the S&P 500 crashed 50% in consequence of the dot-com bubble bursting and
the great recession.
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What I don’t understand is why the fear of something like the above happening, we should all
hope it happens.
Let’s imagine we have a $100k portfolio invested and we add $500 per month or $6,000 per
year into stocks. I have created 3 scenarios; the first where stocks simply continue to go up
6% per year, and two scenarios where stocks fall 50% and then continue to go up 6% as in
the first scenario while in the third scenario, stocks first fall 50% and then grow at 15% per
year to reach the same level reached by the constant 6% growth scenario. Given that sooner
or later stocks always pass their previous highs, it is logical to expect something similar to
happen in reality.
6% up per year + div
2020
2021
2022
2023
S&P500
3200
3392
3595.52 3811.2512
S&P 500 STOCKS
31.25 33.6438679 35.9854886 38.2794845
S&P 500 STOCKS ADDED
2.39386792 2.34162068 2.29399593
INVESTED AMOUNT
$100,000
$106,000
$112,000
$118,000
2% div in S&P 500 stocks
0.625 0.67287736 0.71970977
$6k addition in S&P 500 stocks
1.77
1.67
1.57
TOTAL AMOUNT
$100,000
$114,120
$129,387
$145,893

2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
4039.92627 4282.32185 4539.26116 4811.61683 5100.31384
40.5302498 42.7419639 44.9186042 47.0639584 49.1816357
2.25076531 2.21171407 2.17664029 2.14535417 2.11767736
$124,000
$130,000
$136,000
$142,000
$148,000
0.76558969
0.810605 0.85483928 0.89837208 0.94127917
1.49
1.40
1.32
1.25
1.18
$163,739
$183,035
$203,897
$226,454
$250,842
2025
2019.96314
51.9701354
3.93113132
$130,000
0.96078008
2.97
$104,978

2026
2141.16092
55.8117562
3.84162086
$136,000
1.03940271
2.80
$119,502

2029
5406.33267
51.2750781
2.09344233
$154,000
0.98363271
1.11
$277,210

2030
5730.71263
53.3475698
2.07249177
$160,000
1.02550156
1.05
$305,720
2030
2703.16633
70.4320434
3.55711775
$160,000
1.33749851
2.22
$190,390

6% up per year + div
2020
S&P500
3200
S&P 500 STOCKS
31.25
S&P 500 STOCKS ADDED
INVESTED AMOUNT
$100,000
2% div in S&P 500 stocks
$6k addition in S&P 500 stocks
TOTAL AMOUNT
$100,000

2021
2022
2023
2024
1600
1696
1797.76 1905.6256
35.625 39.8752358 44.0102272 48.0390041
4.375 4.25023585 4.13499137 4.02877686
$106,000
$112,000
$118,000
$124,000
0.625
0.7125 0.79750472 0.88020454
3.75
3.54
3.34
3.15
$57,000
$67,628
$79,120
$91,544

2027
2269.63058
59.5715934
3.75983715
$142,000
1.11623512
2.64
$135,206

2028
2405.80841
63.2569894
3.68539604
$148,000
1.19143187
2.49
$152,184

2029
2550.15692
66.8749256
3.61793618
$154,000
1.26513979
2.35
$170,542

6% up per year + div
2020
S&P500
3200
S&P 500 STOCKS
31.25
S&P 500 STOCKS ADDED
INVESTED AMOUNT
$100,000
2% div in S&P 500 stocks
$6k addition in S&P 500 stocks
TOTAL AMOUNT
$100,000

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
1600
1840
2116
2433.4
2798.41 3218.1715 3700.89723
35.625 39.5983696 43.2258757 46.5560791 49.6312753 52.4883136 55.1593084
4.375 3.97336957 3.62750614 3.33020339 3.07519625 2.85703826 2.67099476
$106,000
$112,000
$118,000
$124,000
$130,000
$136,000
$142,000
0.625
0.7125 0.79196739 0.86451751 0.93112158 0.99262551 1.04976627
3.75
3.26
2.84
2.47
2.14
1.86
1.62
$57,000
$72,861
$91,466
$113,290
$138,889
$168,916
$204,139

2028
4256.03181
57.6722584
2.51295007
$148,000
1.10318617
1.41
$245,455

2029
2030
4894.43658 5628.60207
60.0515853 62.318601
2.37932682 2.26701575
$154,000
$160,000
1.15344517 1.20103171
1.23
1.07
$293,919
$350,767

The above table is a bit complex but the message of the story is that lower stock prices allow
you to accumulate businesses much cheaper and that even if stocks crash 50% tomorrow,
once stocks reach their expected level thanks to natural growth, you will be better off thanks
to the crash.
So, the key is to be disciplined to constantly add to your investment portfolio on a monthly
basis, especially if stocks crash. We have seen how long-term investing returns are skewed
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towards the positive and in the high single digits no matter when you start investing or the
valuations at the time.
So, if you keep investing month after month, no matter what is going on, you’ll do well. The
only thing you have to be is to be the opposite of greedy.
3) Don’t be greedy – be the opposite and only be greedy when others are fearful
The third step towards a strong index fund investing strategy is not to fall pray to whatever is
going on. I’ve heard too many stories about investors that sold panicky in 2002 or 2009
because they feared loosing their wealth and perhaps even worse, investors that reached all
their dreams in 2000 or 2007, that then didn’t sell because if the market went up just a bit
more they could add 10 feet to their boat or another spare room to their holiday home.

The thing is that given the volatility of the stock market, you will be given the opportunity to
cash out at favourable terms at some point in time. Will it be when you have 55, 63 or 67, I
don’t know, but if you patiently wait, the market will give you the opportunity to cash out
and reach your financial goals. When that happens, don’t bee greedy and risk what you have
and need for something that you don’t have but also don’t need.

Index fund investing is about you
So, it is about knowing what you need, when you need it and then simply use the above ‘how
the market works’ forces in your favour over your investment life-cycle.
I personally don’t invest in index funds because I think I can do better by investing in
individual businesses globally. However, my strategy involves meticulous research, analysing
and following businesses which is a full-time job and I do research businesses for a living.
The funny thing is that you don’t have to be exclusive, you can invest in both index funds and
in individual businesses that you understand. Just compare what is the risk reward of the
investment, how it fits your investment goals and then make the decision. As would Buffett
say: “you only need a few good investments in your lifetime.”
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This article is part of my Investing in Asset Classes section within my Free Stock Market
Investing course so if you wish to learn more about investing, sign up.
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